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Abstract 
 

Several organizations are nowadays not particularly comfortable with their internal 
structuring based on a hierarchical arrangement (sub-divided in departments), 
where collaborators with a limited view of the overall organization perform their 
activities. Those organizations recognize the need to move to a model where multi-
skilled teams run horizontal business processes that cross the organization, and 
impact suppliers and clients. To develop software systems for any organization, the 
development process must always be appropriate and controlled. Additionally for 
organizations who want to migrate to a horizontal business processes view, it is 
required to model the organizational platform where the organizational processes 
will run. This necessity is also true when the organization under consideration is a 
software house.  
In this chapter, a proposal of a generic framework for process-oriented software 
houses is presented. The way of managing the process model and the instantiation 
of their processes with the Rational Unified Process (RUP) disciplines, whenever 
they are available, or with other kind of processes is recommended as a way to 
control and define the software development process. 
To illustrate  the usefulness of the proposal, it is presented how the generic 
framework was executed in a real project called “Premium Wage” and shown, in 
some detail, the created artifacts (which include several UML models) during the 
development phases following the RUP disciplines, especially the artifacts 
produced for business modeling. 
Keywords: RUP – Software development process – Process-oriented organizations 
– Business modeling. 

 

1. Introduction 

A generic process framework for process-oriented organizations is presented in 
[Fernandes & Duarte, 2004]. Here, that framework is specialized to the specific case of 
organizations that develop software (software houses) and we describe its main 
characteristics. From now on, the term "target organization" is used to refer to those 



 

organizations where the software is deployed and installed. The term "software house" is 
used to refer to the organization that develops software to run in the target organizations.  
The main objective of this chapter is to present a framework, based on processes and RUP 
disciplines, for software houses and to show its usage in a real software development 
project, as a demonstration case to illustrate the applicability of the proposed model.  
With the proposed framework, a holistic view of any software house is straightforward to 
obtain, allowing a more accurate definition of those processes directly related with the 
software development, without disregarding the management and support processes. 
1.1 Process-Oriented Organizations 
The concept of a process-oriented organization is a way of focusing the activities of an 
organization towards the clients needs [Hammer, 1996]. These activities are oriented 
towards and validated by the clients, whose necessities must be satisfied efficiently and 
with quality. Reengineering, and its process-orientation, must be applied to anticipate 
change and not as a corrective procedure when bad business indicators occur. 
In process-oriented organizations, clients’ needs must be continuously satisfied, which 
mandates an easy and fast adaptation to changes. This favors and forces the continuous 
improvement of every aspect of the enterprise, being it process-, product-, or 
organizational-related. 
Information technologies are among the principal factors to permit a process-based 
restructuring of a given organization [Spurr, 1994]. The development of a software 
application for organizations of this kind must consider their process framework. Thus, 
the software engineering processes must take into account the organization structure. With 
this model, the application becomes more useful to the target organization, and 
maintenance is facilitated since no major modifications and adaptations to the process 
framework are needed. 
A process framework inside an organization contains processes, and these can be viewed 
as a set of activities that has as inputs a set of services and/or materials and has as outputs 
also a set of services and materials. This view must be oriented towards the necessities of 
the client and to the creation of added-value. This implies that the clients’ requirements 
must always be considered, both in the design and in the performance of the system. 
In an organization, there are other processes rather than those that provide added-value to 
the clients. The existence of different types of processes is necessary to assure, for 
example, the strategic planning for the organization, the recruitment of the human 
resources, or the fiscal duties. As illustrated in fig. 1, these processes are instantiated in 
Management and Support Processes. 
Within an organization, the management by processes requires a structure that differs 
from the typical functional hierarchy. It is mandatory to synchronize the processes among 
them and to fulfill the strategic objectives of the organization. For a process-oriented 
organization, a structure with the following elements should exist: 
Process Management Top Team: This team includes the top managers, all process 
owners, and, if exists, the process management structural responsible. Its mission is to 
revise all the processes according to the strategic objectives of the organization, to analyze 



 

the effectiveness of the process-oriented management, and to decide about unsolved 
problems at the processes’ interfaces.  
Process Sponsor: The mission of this top manager is to help and instruct the process 
owner, to decide when there is a problem of interface among processes, to determine the 
strategic orientation of the process, and to assure that the process is uniform within the 
organization. 
Process Owner: For each process, its owner must have know-how on managing 
processes and persons and competency in the areas associated with the process. His 
mission is to lead the process’ multi-disciplinary team. 
Multi-Disciplinary Team: This team must be created for each added-value process, 
since they represent the most important processes for the clients. The mission of this team 
is multi-fold: to monitor its process, to define and analyze the key indicators and the 
process objectives, to ensure that the process documentation is updated, to decide when 
and how to use improvement teams and to coordinate them, and to manage the process 
execution teams. 
Execution Teams and Team Leaders: These teams and their leaders represent the 
instances of a given process [Scheer & Nüttgens, 2000]. Therefore, during the execution 
of a process, some teams will use it with a specific focus. For example, for a given 
production process, one team may be responsible for producing parts for industrial clients, 
while other team may produce them for individual clients. 
To align a process-based organization with its strategic objectives, it is crucial that the 
goals are based on the organization mission and vision, and also on its principles and 
values. Based on those strategic objectives and in the business plan, the priority when 
deciding the key business processes within the organization can be perceived and included 
in the process landscape. This action may imply that some processes, activities, or tasks 
can be eliminated if they do not add any value to the clients, neither to the organization. 
These eliminated (or redefined) processes, activities, and tasks and their respective 
consequences in terms of reorganization and impact in human resources are the essence of 
re-engineering [Hammer, 1996].  
 
1.2 Demonstration Case  

The proposals made in this chapter were tested in a real industrial environment, more 
specifically in the first author’s organization.  
The project, entitled “Premium Wage”, consists on the development of a software 
application to calculate the payment of extra money to employees, based on their 
productivity, quality, and absenteeism [Fernandes & Duarte, 2004]. This project was 
considered critical, since it is likely to have important social and behavioral impacts on 
the organization, namely if the amount is badly calculated or if it is impossible to 
explain how it was obtained. This premium was introduced with the aim of ameliorating 
the organization's overall productivity and quality, and to return the excellence to the 
workers. 
Besides its criticality, the business process is also complex since it depends on other 
processes. In this case, the payment of a premium depends on three main factors: 



 

individual absenteeism, quality of the products made in the employee's line, and 
individual performance. The first two sub-processes were extended in order to support 
new functionalities. For the third, a complete reengineering was carried on. Finally, to 
the premium wage calculation a new process was designed, modeled, and implemented. 
In the project, the proposed framework, namely RUP’s business modeling discipline is 
extensively used and we evaluate the capacity of the process to cope with complex 
organizations.  
 

1.3 Structure of the chapter 
This chapter is structured in 5 main sections. Section 2 presents the main characteristics 
of the framework for Process-Oriented software houses, namely the processes it is 
composed of. In section 3, we describe RUP’s business modeling core discipline, which 
implements an added-value process. Section 4 describes and discusses in detail the 
produced artifacts for the case study during the execution of the business modeling 
discipline. In section 5, future trends and work along with the conclusions are presented. 
 

2. Framework for Process-Oriented Software Houses 

A reference framework, also called PSEE (Process-centered Software Engineering 
Environment), does not support the notion of a predefined process model that is 
supposed to be applied in every development project, but instead supports a wider 
variety of processes based on parameterization [Engels et al., 2001]. SPADE 
[Bandinelli et al., 1994], EPOS [Conradi et al., 1994], MELMAC [Gruhn & Jegelka, 
1992], OIKOS [Montangero & Ambriola, 1994], OPEN [Henderson-Sellers, 2000], and 
APPL/A [Sutton et al., 1995] are well-known examples of PSEEs systems or process 
modeling formalisms.  
A reference framework for process-oriented organizations is presented and justified in 
[Fernandes & Duarte, 2005]. In this chapter, an updated version of this particular 
framework (fig. 1) includes a new process, called change management that allows a more 
explicit management of continuous improvement and changes. This framework has some 
of its processes consubstantiated with RUP's disciplines. Since RUP is a process meta-
model, we can obtain a specific process model by tuning some of the parameters, allowing 
our reference framework to be tailored for each kind of project.  
 
According to the classification described in [Fettke et al., 2005], the framework in fig. 1 
has the following main characteristics: 

• Construction: domain differentiation (institution), domain description (software 
houses), modeling language (Graphical, UML activity diagrams, RUP business 
use cases), modeling framework (yes), evaluation (demonstration case). 

• Application: method (procedure model), reuse and customization (customization of 
model contents).  
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Fig. 1: Reference framework for software houses. 
 
In software houses, we propose the business processes to be organized into two different 
groups: (1) the first one includes processes that exist in any organization independently of 
its relation to the software development business; (2) the second group includes processes 
that present specific characteristics due to the fact that the organization main activity is the 
development of software-based solutions. 
In the first group, we can observe the following processes: 

• Any type of organization needs a global management process, which includes 
the sub-processes global strategy (GS), policy deployment (PD), and business 
plan (BP). This process is equivalent to that of any other organization, although 
we must take into account the particularities of the software market, such as the 
rapid changes in technology and the competition in worldwide markets when 
defining, for instance, organizations’ business and vision. 

• Once stable processes models have been obtained, they should be released and 
afterwards it is desirable to manage its change, according to the change requests 
made by the process stakeholders [Gruhn and Wellen, 2000]. The change 
management (CM) process allows the software house to collect, organize, and 
manage the output data and experiences, that are the basis for processes self 
improvement. This new process should exist in any software house aiming to 
reach the highest CMM (Capability Maturity Model) levels [Paulk et al., 1995]. 
To reach the highest CMM levels, the concern about the constant improvement 
of the development processes must be part of each process, instead of being only 
a matter of the CM process. CMM level 3, which is considered the minimum 
when discussing about the software process [Henderson-Sellers, 2000] is 
reachable with RUP if it is extended accordingly, for example, to the proposals 
made in [Manzoni and Price, 2003]. Also, rules and procedures should be 
defined previously to cope with the introduction of significant changes in the 
organization.  



 

• The supplying (SP) process consists essentially in creating copies of an 
application. In contrast with more traditional industries, where it represents 
probably the most important process, in software, due again to its intangible 
nature, this is a trivial process. The usual outsourcing of this process comes from 
the fact that it is considered to be secondary for an organization that develops 
software. Therefore in this kind of organization, this process is a support one. 

• The human resources (HR) process for software factories is the same as for 
other types of organizations. We must however point out that software 
development requires highly specialized people, being their hiring a critical 
issue for the success of the organization. It is impossible to produce quality 
software without skilled people. 

• The finances (FI) process is the typical fulfillment of the fiscal obligations, 
which is common to all types of organizations and may also include controlling 
activities. 

• The process marketing, and maintenance and support represent the typical 
customer relationship management (CRM) process. This ensures that, when a 
software application is delivered to the final clients, its life-cycle does not end 
by at that time, but instead continues with this process, incorporating changes and 
corrections, providing training to the users, while the application is being used by 
the clients. Included, as a sub-process, can also exist hotline support activities. 

 
In the second group, the suggested processes are influenced by the fact that RUP 
constitutes a systematic approach to assign tasks and responsibilities to its members. The 
main aim of RUP is to construct quality software that meets the requirements of the 
stakeholders, within a typical engineering context [Machado et al., 2005]. RUP identifies 
and defines the activities needed to map user requirements into a software application and 
is accepted to be a generic/customizable process that can be adapted for a wide range of 
contexts, namely organizations with distinct CMM levels, different skills and tools, and 
unequal number of team members. Thus, the second group of processes includes the 
following RUP-based processes: 

• Since software is an intangible product, it is obvious that no raw materials are 
needed to produce it. For organizations that develop software, RUP’s 
environment discipline can instantiate the supplier relationship management 
(SRM) process, since it furnishes the working environment (e.g. development 
tools) and the development guidelines to be followed by the teams. 

• The RUP’s core disciplines (business modeling, requirements, analysis and 
design, implementation, test, and deployment) represent the most critical 
activities for an organization that develops software and can be seen as the 
time-to-market (TTM) process of the organization. This set of activities, or sub-
processes, run in parallel for the same development project. 

• The RUP’s discipline project management implements the data management 
(DM) process. In this discipline, some activities lead to the production of 
indicators of the project status. Its existence is the foundation to take decisions 



 

based on facts, related to the advance of the project aiming to adjust and 
improve the software development process. 

 
Our framework intends to cope with all issues related to software development 
processes and potentially can be used with the following purposes: documentation, 
analysis and improvement of software process models [Bandinelli et al., 1993], 
software process improvement [Avrilionis et al., 1996] and software process execution 
[Deiters & Gruhn, 1998].  
Fig. 1 represents a top-level view of the process landscape, which is useful to show and 
discuss with top-managers and process owners. Afterwards, this view must be further 
refined by the process owner and the multidisciplinary team, to present the process at 
the appropriate level of detail for each software house professional. 
It is also important to notice that fig. 1 corresponds to a specialization of the general 
framework presented in [Fernandes & Duarte, 2005] for the particular situation of 
organizations whose main activity is to develop software. The execution of the TTM 
process by the software house produces an instance of the general framework that models 
the organization where the software will run. This fact makes the general framework 
valuable in two senses: (i) as a reference for the software house to model itself, and, (ii) as 
a reference for the software house to model the target organization. 
 

3. Business Modeling in RUP 

RUP’s core disciplines implement added-value process. These disciplines are sub-divided 
in activities, which can be viewed as sub-processes. The description of those sub-
processes is made with UML activity diagrams, complemented optionally with other kinds 
of diagrams, such as interaction and business object diagrams.  
This representation is also valid for all other processes of a generic organization. At any 
time a software house starts a new project, the TTM process is executed. Since we 
propose this process to be implemented by the six RUP’s core disciplines, it implies that 
business modeling will also be executed. Among the recommended diagrams by this 
discipline for modeling purposes are included activity diagrams. Thus, a target 
organization will be modeled also by a collection of these diagrams. Additionally, within 
the software house, the discipline business modeling itself can also be modeled by activity 
diagrams, since it is a sub-process of the TTM process (fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2: Activity diagram to help the execution of RUP's business modeling discipline in TTM process. 

 
During software development, all the stakeholders must have a common understanding of 
the business processes that exist in the target organization. This reality is not 
circumscribed to the obvious organizational information systems. 
If the development of applications does not take into account the current business 
processes (or those to be implemented), the result will be probably unsuccessful. This 
may be caused by the fact that end users do not employ correctly the application, since it 
does not support directly the activities under their responsibility.  
The main activities of business modeling are centered on the identification, refinement, and 
realization of the business processes and in the definition of the roles of people associated 
to the business. Each role in this RUP’s discipline has under its responsibility the 
execution of several activities that will have as deliverables several artifacts (table 1).  
 

Role Sub-Activity Activity (fig. 2) Main Artifacts 

Assess target organization 

Set and adjust goals 

Capture the business vocabulary 

 

Assess Business Status 

Find business actors and use cases Describe Current Processes 

Maintain the business rules Assess Business Status &  

Identify business processes 

Structure business use case model Refine Business Processes 

Analyst of the 

Business Process 

Define the business architecture Identify Business Processes 

Business rules 

Business use case model 

Business Glossary 

Business object model 

Business vision 

Supplem. business specification 

Target organization verification 

Business architecture 

Review the business use case model Refine Business Processes Reviewer of the 

Business Model Review the business object model Refine Roles and Responsibilities 

 

Detail business use cases Refine Business Processes Designer of the 

Business Find business workers and entities Describe Current Processes 

Organizational units 



 

Define the automation requirements Explore Processes Automation 

Detail business entities 

 

Detail business workers 

 

Refine Roles and Responsibilities 

 

 
Table 1: Roles, activities, and main artifacts for business modeling in RUP. 

 
The activities of table 1 are at a detailed level than those of fig 2. For example, the activity 
refine business processes includes the activities structure the business use case model, 
review the business use case model, and detail business use cases. 
Among all the activities and their respective artifacts, only some are mandatory. This 
flexibility permits the configuration of RUP, so that it can be adapted to a specific project 
executed in a given organization. 
 

4. Business Artifacts for the Case Study 

Nowadays, the technology-planning horizon for big companies is a synthesis of software 
engineering and process engineering [Smith & Fingar, 2002]. Additionally, the success of 
a project depends heavily on the correct perception of the business process to be modeled. 
Taking into account these two aspects, the RUP's business modeling discipline assumes a 
critical role in the software development process. The artifacts that can be generated by 
this discipline have the following objectives: 

• To understand the structure and dynamics of the organization where the system 
will be executed; 

• To comprehend the current problems of the target organization and to identify 
potential improvements; 

• To assure that clients, final users, and developers have a common understanding 
about the target organization; 

• To capture/deduct the requirements of the system necessary to support the target 
organization. 

 
RUP can be parameterized and used both in small and complex projects and, next we 
discuss what artifacts were produced for the case study. For this parameterization to occur 
it is necessary, during project execution, to choose which artifacts to use and their level of 
detail. This choice was validated by quality assessments contained in the process model as 
milestones between phase transitions. Thus, both the subset of used artifacts and also its 
degree of detail can not be anticipated with rigor, but must be selected based on experience 
and knowledge of the development team in relating the characteristics of each project with 
the functionalities offered by the artifacts. The criteria to fulfill this choice are related with: 

• Characteristics of the project itself (e.g. criticality of the modeled business 
processes, type of target organization); 

• Characteristics of the organization that develops software (e.g. team size, level of 
knowledge about internal rules); 



 

• Temporal restrictions. Since resources are limited in engineering projects, it is 
always necessary a balance between the quantity and detail of the produced 
artifacts and the deadlines for implementing the project. 

 
The produced artifacts result from a set of activities that occur inside those disciplines. In 
this case study, we identified the need for the artifacts to represent two distinct situations 
in terms of business: one part of the project represents reengineering activities of some 
business processes, while the other part represents the introduction of a new business 
process. 
In several diagrams (e.g. Business Use Case Model), the standard UML is augmented 
with the stereotypes defined by RUP, thus allowing the creation of RUP-like artifacts.  
 
4.1 Business Rules 

The business rules correspond to policy statements and conditions that should be 
fulfilled, from the business perspective. They are similar to systems requirements, but 
they focus on the business core, expressing rules related to business, and also its 
architecture and style. Its modeling must be rigorous, being one possibility the usage of 
the Object Constraint Language (OCL) as specified in UML. Alternatively, business 
rules can be modeled with structured English, using some fixed constructors [Odell, 
1998]. 
The usage of structured natural language with fixed constructs and with a pseudo-
programming language syntax was chosen due to the necessity to validate directly with 
key users the perception of the development team about stated business rules, and also 
because key users have a generic engineering background. This way, in the particular 
situation of the case study, the usage of natural language was preferred over OCL. 
Table 2 shows, as examples, three rules for Premium Wage system.  
 

Rule # Description 

1 If worker_has_conflict_inside_team or worker_is_under_disciplinary_process  then 

  premium(worker) = 0 

2 Switch absenteeism(worker) 

 case = 0h:  premium(worker) = premium(worker) * 1 

 case ]0-4h]: premium(worker) = premium(worker) * 0.75 

 case ]4-8h]: premium(worker) = premium(worker) * 0.5 

 case >8h: premium(worker) = premium(worker) * 0 

3 If line_productivity_not_available or absenteeism_not_available or quality_factor_not_available then 

 premium(worker) = 0 

 
Table 2: Business rules examples for Premium Wage. 

 
Rule 1 describes a situation where no premium payment is due when the worker has 
conflicts in its team or is under a disciplinary process, even though productivity, quality, 
and absenteeism are at good level for that worker. Rule 2 assigns a weight factor to the 



 

final premium based on the worker’s absenteeism. Rule 3 states that if there is no 
information available from one of the three premium factors, no payment will be made 
for that worker. 
 

4.2 Business Use Case Model 
The main goal of this artifact is to show how the business is being perceived and run by 
stakeholders. This is achieved by modeling the business processes and their interactions 
with external parties, based on business use case diagrams (with stereotypes for 
business use cases and business actors) [Fernandes & Machado, 2001], [Machado & 
Fernandes, 2002].  
Business processes model should specify how added value is created for the business 
actors. Activity diagrams, possibly extended with the representation of organizational 
units interfering in the business process and with the distribution of the activities by 
those organizational units, can support this modeling. The knowledge about ‘who is 
doing what’ should be obvious when reading this model. 
Business use case model is the first description of the business functionalities and actors 
inside the target organization. For Premium Wage one artifact was created to model the 
current situation (fig. 3) and another for the desired future situation (fig. 4). The 
existence of these two models shows to all stakeholders, using the same notation and 
same detail level, the first perspective of effort amount needed to reach future situation, 
and more important, acts as a base for target organization’s management decide on 
business re-engineering and improvement. A special emphasis should be give to explain 
to target organization’s management that an information system is not the complete 
business reality, but an abstraction of it. Real business processes, such the ones stated in 
business modeling discipline are far more extent than the ones implemented inside the 
information system. This may be caused by people’s activities because not everyday 
they act equal, and mainly because people like to have their own special information 
systems (e.g. spreadsheets, or personal databases) to make decisions and causing the 
starvation of the organization business information system with missing data. This is 
crucial success factor at present time, because the work is no longer only individual or 
departmental related, but exists through horizontal business processes that cross the 
entire organization and reaches external partners. 
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Fig. 3: Business use case model – As-Is situation. 
 
Fig 3 shows the current situation, where only three business use cases exist and only 
two business actors takes part. The line productivity is calculated by the controller 
based master data lines’ team member and products maintained by the team manager. 
This situation shows that no information was available on how and where to collect 
quality data and absenteeism. Next, on fig. 4, the desired extensions and new business 
use cases can be seen. For the future situation six business actors are needed, and 
special care should be put on this situation, because some of them may not be directly 
related with project activities and may not understand the business value of the new 
activities (stated in the business use cases) if no proper involvement and education is 
provided. 
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Fig. 4: Business use case model – To-Be situation. 
 
In this figure situation, line productivity is triggered also by the controller, but to be 
useful, first has to be transformed into individual performance (because one employee 
can work in several production lines, for the premium calculation time frame). 
Additionally, the remaining two premium factors (quality and absenteeism) are stated, 
thus allowing the industrial engineer to calculate the final values and the wage manager 
to handle them. 
 

4.3 Organizational Units 
This artifact is used to reduce the complexity and structure the business object model by 
dividing it into smaller parts. For the case study, five organization units where created 
(fig. 5), each one representing a collection of business workers, business entities, 
relationships, business use-case realizations, diagrams, and other organization units.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5: Organizational Units. 
 
The organization unit line productivity includes the re-engineered activities for the 
productivity calculation, quality and presences in the organization where extended to 
cope with premium calculation. The individual performance and premium wage 
calculation organizational units where newly created in the organization, because none 
of the existent could handle it. 
 

Presences in the organization (Extension)  

Line Productivity (Reengineering)  

Quality (Extension) 

Individual Performance (NEW) 

Premium Wage (New) 



 

4.4 Business Object Model 
This artefact is an object model describing the realization of business use cases. It 
serves as an abstraction of how business workers and business entities need to be related 
and how they need to collaborate in order to perform the business. In fig. 6 and fig. 7 the 
realizations of some To-Be situation business use cases are presented, namely Presences 
in the organization and Pay premium wage. 
The importance of this artefact comes also from being it a basis for identifying future 
information system actors and use cases, and in addition to identify classes for analysis 
and design models. First modelling the business and afterwards the information system 
is a crucial practice to correct align the business reality with the abstraction the 
information system implements. If the software information system development only 
starts with the modelling of software system, a quality software product can be obtained 
(being the quality perceived as the degree of correctly implement requirements) but that 
may fail completely to cope with business reality of the organization in which it will 
run. Although business information systems implement a large percentage of the 
business practices, there are always some parts of the organization business processes 
there are not implemented in software systems. The modelling of such business 
practices by the software development team is a wise and safe procedure to avoid future 
inconsistencies when introducing the information system in the organization. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6: Business object model - Calculate presences in the organization. 
 
To calculate the presences in the organization (fig. 6), the business worker Time 
evaluation manager uses business entity Export presences to pick the business object 
Presences available in the HR system and generate a new business object Exported 
presences containing the presences in the organization in a proper format to use inside 
Premium Wage information system. 
In fig.7, business entity Calculate Premium Values uses several business objects 
representing final premium factors , such as Compiled Quality System data, Exported 
presences (generated in fig.6 business object model), and Individual Performance, and 
also business objects representing levels and limits (acting as data supports to 
implement business rules (table 2), to generate the business object Premium to Pay. 

Exported Presences Time evaluation 
manager  

Presences (HR system) 

Export Presences  



 

Afterwards, this business object will be used and transformed by several business 
entities and with and without the intervention of business actors, until the final 
Employee Total Wage (Wage + Premium) is loaded and calculated in the HR system, as 
shown in fig. 7. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 7: Business object model - Pay premium wage. 
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The business object model exposed in fig. 7 is not fully contained in Premium Wage 
information system. The business object Premium to Pay Exported is generated by 
Premium Wage to be used inside the organization‘s HR system. This is an example 
where some of the business actors, business entities, and business objects will not be 
part of the information system required to the software development team, but they 
were modeled to guarantee a proper integration of current information systems (e.g. HR 
system) with newly developed ones (e.g. Premium Wage). 
 

4.5 Other Business Artifacts 
From the all proposed artifact in RUP for business modeling, some where not used in 
the Premium Wage case study. Next, we present the reason why they were not needed 
in the instance of RUP we used for this project:  
 
Business Glossary: In this artifact all business terms and expression are kept. They are 
necessary for a good understanding among all project stakeholders. In our situation, the 
business terms are common to the target and to the software developing organization, 
because they both are sub-organizations of the same organization. 
 
Business Vision: This artifact captures the goals of a particular business modeling 
activity, stating what is to be modeled and the reasons for it. It also serves as an oracle 
to all future high-level decisions. We did not used business vision because it is common 
to the target and software development organization due to the same reason of business 
glossary. 
 
Supplementary Business Specification: No need for extra-detail than the one available 
in the Business Use Case and the Business Object Models. 
 
Target Organization Verification: The target organization is perfectly known by the 
software developers. The current processes are modeled by the Business Use Case Model 
– As-Is Situation. 
 
Business Architecture Document: The detail level presented in the Business Use Case 
Model and in the Business Object Model is sufficient to understand the business 
architecture; 
 

5. Conclusions and Future Trends 
In this chapter, we have presented a revised version of a reference framework for 
process-oriented software houses, which serves as a foundation to model organizations. 
This specific framework is based on a more generic one, which is also used as a 
template to model the target organization in which the software product is to be 
executed.   



 

Additionally, we also show the way of managing the framework, and the instantiation 
of its processes with RUP disciplines whenever feasible. 
We also discuss in detail the usage of the framework within a case study, and more 
particularly, the produced artifacts during the execution of the RUP’s business modeling 
discipline. The modeling capabilities of a graphical modeling language (such as the 
UML) and the understanding that it gives to all the stakeholders was a crucial factor in 
the case study to avoid communication and interpretation errors and to improve the 
solution utility and correctness.  
 
As future work, we plan to model the framework with UML [Fettke et al., 2006] and 
formalize the processes of the reference framework, by using colored Petri nets [Jensen, 
1992]. Similar approaches also based on Petri nets were also experienced with results 
[Gruhn & Wellen, 2001], [Aalst, 2003]. 
By adopting a formal language, it is possible to model, animate, simulate, and formally 
verify the properties of each single process. Additionally we intend to explicitly model 
the interfaces between the business processes in our framework, which allows the 
complete reference framework to be analyzed, verified, and validated.  
We intend to automatically generate CPN skeletons from business requirements models. 
A semantic layer in the Arena environment [Kelton et al., 2002], capable of accepting 
CPN based business specifications, will also be developed to allow the stochastic 
execution of workflow scenarios as a complement to some current validation 
approaches based on CPN/Tools [Beaudouin-Lafon et al., 2001].  
After formally describing the reference framework processes, we can use it in every 
organization (in this case, software houses) to compare with its current processes. This 
comparison (based on the same Petri net formalism) should allow a quick assessment of 
the organization against world-class processes, and consequently permit the re-
engineering and improvement of its own processes. This way, the reference framework 
acts as a To-Be model to be compared with the As-Is model of the software house. The 
detected mismatches show the improvement areas for the software house to proceed 
accordingly within the organization vision and mission.  
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